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Abstract
This essay presents a concept of narratives as powerful means for people to associate themselves with anthropogenic
global change. The starting point of our reflection is that people’s awareness is related to their story-telling practices to
communicate insights and to induce or inspire behaviour. By analysing traditional and modern settings of "Earthcentric" narratives and their respective societal context, one can sketch the necessary features of society-Earth-centric
narratives. These features seem suitable to raise public awareness, in particular of urban people, of the interaction of
human activities and the Earth system, and of anthropogenic global change.

1. INTRODUCTION

H

uman-driven change of natural
environment has been a concern since
the onset of the industrial revolution
[Fressoz, 2012; Lewis and Maslin, 2015; Waters
et al., 2016].
Full understanding of Earth system dynamics
requires insight into people-people interactions
and people-Earth interactions. Sound humanEarth system interactions need reliable science
and engineering expertise as well as the valueloaded considerations of the ethical, social and
cultural implications of human activities [Press,
2008; Biermann, 2012; Wilson, 2014; Ellis, 2015;
Ellis et al., 2016; Veland and Lynch, 2016]. As
anthropologists attest, humans are storytellers
[Pagel, 2012; Wilson, 2012].
Throughout the history of humankind,
narratives were developed to share insights
among people and to guide their behaviour.
This essay sketches how the weaving of several
concerns into common threads should lead to
compelling narratives that can raise public

awareness of the intersections of human
activities with the Earth system; that is, of
anthropogenic global change.
2. EARTH-CENTRIC NARRATIVES: PAST
AND PRESENT
Traditional communities refer to the marvellous to ascribe meaning to natural phenomena
and to maintain social cohesion. By the same
means, these communities control the exploitation of the environment on which they depend.
As an example arising from the western tradition, some rural alpine cultures in the Aosta
Valley in the Italian Alps have maintained these approaches into contemporary times [Sibilla,
2012]. Their particular narration is about how
the rugged mountains around the valley protects its greenest and most fertile grounds from
human exploitation.
These types of traditional narratives were
Earth-centric to inspire a behaviour that might
sustain stable and lasting human-Earth system
interactions. The behaviour was justified with
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faith-based reasoning referring to the supernatural, which were common and shared views
in the respective communities [Durand, 1960;
Whitehouse and McCauley, 2005; Botero et al.,
2014]. Although based mainly on faith and beliefs, the traditional thinking was functional
because it had encoded practical experiences
into a solid frame of reference values. When
this traditional basis is disrupted by explanations that use insights into natural processes
and technologies, the traditional balance in the
community between "Earth-centric" and “society-centric” goals can be altered. This alteration
can disrupt the equilibrium of people's relationships with the Earth system. To encourage
an Earth-centric behaviour, modern societies
that dwell on science and technology, industrialisation, and global urbanisation will need to
incorporate other narratives, as the traditional
societies did. With a greater awareness of Earth
processes and the health of ecosystems, public
concerns about pollution, hazard mitigation,
demographics, and use of resources become
familiar, in particular for urban populations
[Fressoz, 2012]. Contemporary narratives of
human-Earth system interactions have to use
natural science, humanities and history, anthropology, philosophy, and politics to strike a
knowledge-based balance between "Earthcentric" and “society-centric” contents [Kleinhans et al., 2010; Philipps, 2012].

ence in context with the beauty and uniqueness
of the site offers an attractive story. Modern society-Earth-centric narratives draw on scientific
knowledge from humanities and natural sciences. It is postulated that additional features
are needed to make the narrative operational that is, to render it society-Earth-centric, namely: it must hold relevance for mundane matters;
it must address value creation; and it must reflect urban lifestyle.

•

th

•

3. ILLUSTRATING MODERN GEOSCIENCE
NARRATIVES
Landscapes, history, or art can furnish ample
opportunities for narratives about geoscience
matters and societal concerns. The following is
an example to illustrate what we mean by "opportunities" [Bohle, 2015]. Crater Lake is situated in a caldera in south-central Oregon (USA).
This unique lake was a sacred site for the native Klamath tribe. Their legends tell of battling
gods, of sky and underworld, and establish
Crater Lake as a profoundly spiritual place.
The deep lake was formed around 7,700 years
ago by the collapse of a volcanic caldera
[Zdanowicz et al., 1999]. It has neither surfacewater inflow nor outlet, and is known for the
clarity and dark blue colour of its water, which
reflects the sky and backscatters blue light. Evidently, bringing the legend and modern sci-

Relevance for mundane matters. Daily weather
and, over longer time intervals, climate can
exert significant impact on humans' lives.
Weather reports for specific professional
audiences have been produced since the
mid-19 century. Regular weather forecast
became feasible since the early 1950s [Bauer
et al., 2015]. Today, modern media combine
in a single narrative the weather forecast,
information on meteorological phenomena,
and impacts on economic activities. These
meteorologist's narratives about mundane
matters provide a benchmark.
Addressing value creation. The application of
geosciences allows modern societies to
function. Craftsman, technicians, architects,
and engineers use geoscience when they
create artificial environments, extract minerals, determine the stability of foundations,
or in myriad other activities in which they
create engineered works in a geological context. Beyond offering economic value, geoscience provides cultural value - it provides
reliable knowledge about the lifesupporting functions of the Earth's systems
[Hazen, 2012]. Narratives about these cases
of applied geosciences help us understand
the development of human-geosphere interactions and the perception of history
[Latour, 2013].
Reflecting urban lifestyle. The Gilgamesh poem and the story of Uruk (a town built 5000
years ago in Mesopotamia) are fascinating
cultural artefacts through which ancient
city-dwellers recorded their obvious connections with the geosphere [George, 1999].
In the modern urban environment, the experiential connections of people with the
geosphere are constrained. Experiential
connections of urban people with the geo-
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sphere are biased towards events that disrupt the proper functioning of the engineered structures that form their dwellings
and support their lifestyles. When modern
city dwellers are isolated from nature
through engineered environments, their
lives are dominated by social experiences.
An urban lifestyle resonates in dense people-people interactions. Any Earth-centric
narrative must link to these familiar societycentric narratives in order to be fully understood.
Modern society-Earth-centric narratives are
told in the context of anthropogenic global
change, although the effect of people's activity
on Earth has been noticeable for several thousand years [Foley et al., 2013]. Today, human
impact on Earth's environment goes beyond
regional industrial pollution, urbanisation of
rural areas, or replacing pristine wilderness by
rural landscapes [Ellis et al., 2013], regardless
of whether these impacts are endogenous or
even understood by society.
Non-scientists perceive contemporary anthropogenic global change in their own ways, and
public perception of the widespread effects of
economic activity on the Earth system is generally limited. Moreover, it is not yet fully evident how these interactions depend on culture
and the individual or shared values of people
[Bohle, 2016]. Still, to handle these interactions
efficiently and effectively, society will have to
be aware of them. As most people live in
towns, narratives for urban dwellers are particularly needed and must be focused on familiar societal perceptions and values in order to
be useful. Effective narratives should engage a
wide cross section of society, including those
who have expert knowledge, are practitioners,
represent traditional knowledge, or share
views of lobbies or political representatives
[Hulme, 2011].
4. A FRAMEWORK FOR SOCIETY-EARTHCENTRIC NARRATIVES
We can draw upon what we know to suggest
what sorts of society-Earth-centric narratives
are needed. First, acknowledge that people
shape their environment in response to their

needs as these are perceived through the filter
of their world-views and preferences. In that
context, people use narratives to develop abstract mental concepts, compare them with observations, assess their cultural and social
background, or influence others through making value statements.
Second, acknowledge that people's narratives
about the intersections of their activities with
the Earth system have evolved throughout history. Learn from that history, that narratives
can have richer features than is provided by
science alone, and should include a focus on
people and social interactions. To achieve
awareness of the public, narratives have to be
both Earth-centric and society-centric [Gluckman, 2014].
Third, acknowledge that everybody needs to
understand the interactions of human economic activity and the Earth system, and therefore
narratives have to stay within the average person's ordinary value-loaded frame of reference
[Lidström et al., 2015].
Society-Earth-centric narratives benefit from
geoscience expertise that is relevant for both
economy and value setting, and is interwoven
with arts, linguistic and cultural histories.
5. SUMMARY
The historical and political discourse about the
path of human development during recent
centuries [Malanima, 2010] shows how people
entered the Anthropocene: “Ces histories nous
invitent à reprendre politiquement la main sur des
institutions, des élites sociales, des systèmes
symboliques et matériels puissantes qui nous ont
fait basculer dans l'Anthropocène" [Bonneuil and
Fressoz, 2013; page 27: "These stories invite us to
take control of political institutions, social elites,
powerful symbolic and material systems that have
tipped us into the Anthropocene."]. Global
anthropogenic change is now part of the public
perception of ‘the state of the globe.’ Many
people in western culture perceive this scenario
as a threat to their lifestyle and well-being
[Ehrlich et al., 2012; Biermann et al., 2012;
Walton and Shaw, 2015].
Facing anthropogenic global change requires a
public debate that is anchored in experiences
[Moore, 2016] and supported by society-Earth-
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centric narratives. Rich narratives can be spun
on a broad range of perspectives: (i) beauty or
particularity of ordinary or unusual phenomena, (ii) evaluating hazards for or from mundane environments, (iii) relevance for everyday
matters, creating value and (iv) relating to people-people interactions. Only when geoscience
matters are woven into engaging narratives can
people connect to them within their framework(s) of values and culture.
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